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Abstract – The Internet of Things (IoT) is growing fast 
as popularity, demand, availability and in the same 
time too slow on some regards [1]. Many companies 
that have interest in IoT are trying hard to secure a 
good part of the market by forming different 
associations or by designing “closed” standards under 
the blanket of interoperability and collaboration. No 
matter what level of the IoT we analyse, there are 
already directions that guide how things should be 
made or how they should work.  
Fortunately for smaller companies driven by 
communities there are still good opportunities to 
collaborate between them and target a more 
important challenge: build sustained technology that 
can adapt and evolve in the rhythm that is need it. 
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 I. INTRODUCTION. HETEROGENEITY, PRIVACY 
AND INTEGRATION IN IOT 

The Internet of Things at current state is represented 
by a paradigm defined by many visions that sometimes 
are totally different as perspective and implementation 
[2]. There are many standards and visions for each layer 
of IoT: at hardware level, communication level and even 
at software architecture level [3]. For example, the 
communication layer is divided in two major directions 
regarding the protocol: Zigbee and Z-wave. 

Home use IoT products market can be a good 
example of how different technical and business visions 
can make a difference in what companies can do and 
what final consumer can have. Zigbee and Z-wave 
projects are trying to become the baseline and standards 
for how the devices from an IoT network can and should 
communicate wireless between them. 

Nevertheless there are open niches supported by open 
source and communities driven technologies built on top 
of Linux distros run on hardware that sometimes can do 
more diversified tasks. Few examples of this direction are 
represented by Android and Tizen OS that are open 
source Linux distributions build for a specific purpose. 
Android is supported by the Open Handset Alliance and 

Tizenis supported by the Linux Foundation.Tizen has 
also micro versions capable to run on wearable or small 
IoT devices. This means that is ways of developing new 
software, features or even improves on the existing 
platforms. 

Beyond the need of integration and creation of 
complex processes between IoT devices belonging to a 
single organization or a single person, various IoT 
systems will require some levels of integration between 
them. An important aspect of IoT systems 
communicating across multiple organizations or 
individuals is security and privacy issues. In [4] was 
presented how different types of executable 
choreographies can provide supplementary data 
protection levels over classical communication 
architectures.  

In this paper we present how the SwarmESB can 
handle the heterogeneity of current and future hardware 
used in home or industrial for IoT applications and 
integrate them into a unitary ecosystem. SwarmESB is a 
research project that is built with non-proprietary 
technologies and is driven by a strong community 
focused on privacy at all levels of IoT ecosystem and not 
only. In section 2 we present in more details the 
executable choreographies. In chapter 3 we created a 
short survey of the current IoT devices and protocols that 
highlights the heterogeneity of the market.  

 II. SWARM BASED EXECUTABLE 
CHOREOGRAPHIES 

In this paper, by executable choreographies we 
understand the types of executable choreographies 
promoted through the SwarmESB open source project 
[5]. 

Modern intelligent systems integrate technologies, 
organizations and individuals to complete complex 
process controlled computing systems. From a technical 
point of view, the integration perspective is very 
important for intelligent systems.In the case of a high 
number of integration points, the process is solved by 
dedicated solutions types:ESB (Enterprise Service Bus), 
[6, 7], MOM (Message-Oriented Middleware), [8], EIP 
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(Enterprise Integration Patterns) based systems, [9, 10], 
or by service orchestration using programming languages 
or code adapted to business process modeling, [11-
13].All of these methods are generally sufficient to 
integrate single organizationsystems. On the other hand, 
integration between multiple organizations should be 
addressed using choreographies, because any centralized 
solution is risky from the point of view of security and 
personal data protection. The composition of systems 
using orchestration tends to generate centralized systems. 

Although many authors in the literature perceive 
choreographies as a limited mechanism to the formal 
description of contracts among a number of organizations 
[14, 15], academic research suggests the concept of 
executable choreographies [4, 5, 17-19]. 

It is thus suggested that each participating 
choreography organization to transcribe the descriptions 
of the choreographies into executable code.Thus, 
choreography becomes not only a formal description of a 
contract between organizations, but a description of an 
operative process in an executable form. The same 
sequence (choreography) will be run by several 
organizations, so the need to translate choreography into 
other programming languages disappears. 

 When speaking about executable choreographies, this 
paper refers to a platform inspired by his own research 
work to implement executable choreographies, namely 
SwarmESB. From this perspective, executable 
choreography can be considered a sequence of steps in a 
business process (or flow) that is run by multiple 
organizations in a decentralized manner (without the need 
for a central coordinator). During execution, 
communication between organizations is accomplished 
by asynchronous messages, so that the sequence of 
operative processes is formed only from a set of steps that 
combines a declarative style for the executable phases 
with a code that provides a programmable approach 
model. 

Our previous works have proposed three types of 
executable choreographies. The detailed description of 
each type of choreography and the modalities of 
implementation and formalization will be the subject of 
future articles and reports. However, to ease the 
understanding of this paper, we will briefly present the 
essential characteristics of these three types of 
choreographies. These types of executable 
choreographies are general concepts that do not relate to 
specific software implementation. 

 A. Executable Choreographies Types 
Verifiable choreographies: In our work we consider 

all executable choreographies to be verifiable at the same 
time. To check the privacy and fairness properties of 
executable choreographies it is need to develop methods 
and software tools to perform the verification. Verifiable 
choreographies aim only to highlight organizations and 

the type of private data that is consumed. 
Encrypted choreographies: are based on the 

existence of control encryption keys, identification and 
authentication mechanisms that allow creating 
choreographies that legally secure encrypted data 
exchange between organizations. Compared to verifiable 
choreographies, encrypted ones provide a set of tools and 
self-implementation of choreographies that minimize 
private information sharing.Implementation ofencrypted 
choreography is based on existing systems data storage 
that uses encryption techniques specific so as to achieve 
practical implementation of partial 
homomorphicencryption [20-27]. 

Serverless choreographies: are cloud-based 
encrypted choreographies with automatic deployment 
mechanisms that guarantee or maximize ownership of 
"self-sovereignty" over private data. 

 B. High-level relationships between the elements of the 
choreography 
The base of executable choreography implementation 

is represented by the following elements: locations (nodes 
or adapters), agents (mobile code executed on different 
locations) and actions. 

The agents in order to perform actions need to visit 
processing nodes (nodes and adapters) in a specific 
location. Multiple nodes and adapters are grouped in 
organizations. All of the agent units (processes) with a 
specific target are grouped in swarms, the actions part of 
the swarm structure. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the high-level relationships which 
exist among the elements of the choreography, focusing 
particularly on the relationships among units and the 
relationships among groups. 

 
Fig.1. High-level relationships among the elements of the 

choreography 

Organizations can be composed from multiple nodes 
used to process swarm phases. The processing nodes 
have specific type of responsibilities and actions that can 
be invoked once the swarm gets on node. Usually there 
are different types of nodes and all the nodes of the same 
type are offering the same API. For those who are trying 
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to use a specific node type the availability of different 
nodes that are offering the same API represents a real 
advantage. There is also a special type of nodes that are 
called home nodes. Those nodes are the ones that start a 
swarm. 

In Swarm terminology, the messaging objects that 
have processing power are called bees. These can travel 
between nodes in order to perform specific actions 
available on nodes. All the code executed on a single visit 
of a bee on a specific processing node it is called phase. 

A process in swarm perspective is represented by a 
collection of phases executed by a group of bees in order 
to achieve an objective. The description of swarm phases 
specifies: the instructions which must be executed by the 
current instance, the result which must be returned home 
by the current instance and the bees that must be cloned 
from the current instance including the node and all 
phases of each cloned instance. 

The group of bees spanning between nodes and 
generations is called swarm. 

 C. General architecture for swarm based 
choreogroaphies 
From the implementation point of view, the 

architecture of a system based on swarm executable 
choreographs provides the following components (Fig. 
2): 
- A message queue system. In the classic SwarmESB 
implementation, the PUB/SUB channels are provided 
by the NoSqlRed is database server; 

- Processes of the operating system that are capable of 
running JavaScript code and exposing a set of functions 
(APIs) to choreographies. Typically, these processes are 
called adapters in SwarmESB terminology. This name 
is due to the fact that one of their main roles is to adapt 
the system's functionalities to the world of executable 

choreographies. Adapters are subscribed to queues, 
meaning they can receive or send messages to another 
adapter; 

- A secure messaging system between organizations 
(called relay). Relay servers are simple https servers 
that enable secure messaging and file communication 
between organizations. Relays allow login requests 
from organizations that are involved in choreographies 
accepted by the current organization. Relay also 
subscribes to the organization's mail queue to 
communicate messages received from adapters from 
another organization to the local adapters, or to receive 
messages that they have to deliver to another 
organization. 

 III. EXECUTABLE CHOREOGRAPHIES FOR IOT 

The SwarmESB porting to IoT systems reduces to the 
ability to run the code of executable choreographies in 
IoT nodes and the ability of IoT nodes to read messages 
from an accessible and optimized message queue to be 
used by IoT devices. 

 A. Node.js and IoT 
Popularity of JavaScript on client side applications 

made possible the development of Node.js engine in 
order to use the same programming language and 
asynchronism mechanism on server side. Now the 
growing adoption rate of Node.js as the backbone for the 
development of many popular applications, simplicity 
and adaptability of the JavaScript is supporting the idea 
that JavaScript can accomplish tasks in embedded 
systems [28] opening a new world for JavaScript 
developers to explore.  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. General architecture for swarm based choreogroaphies 
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Basically a team of JavaScript developers can set the 
base of an embedded system with custom backend 
support and crazy interface written with a minimal set of 
tools and within the same JavaScript environment. Also 
there are many open source projects that are working hard 
to open the horizon of JavaScript and push it to the limit. 
The growth of public repositories (like NPM for 
example) that store and make sharing more easy of 
JavaScript and Node.js modules are also helping to make 
more public libraries that can expand the reach of the 
platform. Standards like Zigbee and Z-wave are also 
reachable from JavaScript using minimal hardware if 
need it in conjunction with specialized libraries like 
ZBee, Node-zigbee, OpenZWave, IOT.js and others. 

 B. JavaScript running on IoT hardware 
Development boards for enthusiasts used to power 

dreams and test ideas are also capable to run a JavaScript 
engines [28]. This kind of boards are a good alternative 
because they are relative cheap, accessible and in the 
same time powerful enough to run a basic video 
streaming server, network video recorder, home 
automation solution, etc. There are many variations of 
enthusiastic boards built by companies like Intel, Arduino 
AG, Raspberry Pi Foundation and many others to support 
and develop amateur IoT projects.  

Small footprint JavaScript engines can handle the 
memory size and performance of current 
microcontrollers. JerryScript [29]and Duktape [30] are 
very good options of JavaScript interpreters that can 
handle a lot more than their size. JerryScript is a 
lightweight JavaScript engine that was developed by 
Samsung in order to run on small microcontroller and 
power IoT devices. In big lines it supports on-device 
compilation, execution and provides access to peripherals 
covering pretty well the basics.DukTape is also a 
lightweight engine that can handle execution of 
JavaScript code and in the same time can expose C code 
to be called from JavaScript. In addition was developed 
DukLuv as separate project which has added libuv to the 
Duktape engine to produce something that works like 
Node.js for embedded devices. 

 C. Message queues for embedded systems 
MQTT (MQ Telemetry Transport) is a lightweight 

messaging system between embedded equipment with 
simplicity in use, performance, reliability, low resource 
consumption and messaging quality. The equipment that 
communicates through MQTT infrastructure is divided 
into two categories: broker and client. Broker machines 
are the nodes responsible for transmitting messages 
between client equipment. Quality of Service (QoS) 
between clients connected to a broker is implemented 
using a 3-tier system. The first level is responsible for 
transmitting the message only once without confirming 
receipt, second level transmits the message at least once, 

and it is necessary to acknowledge reception and the last 
level is the one that sends the message only once and 
requires a change of 4 control messages to Confirms 
receipt[31]. In addition to the QoS implementation, the 
last message sent by an MQTT broker is retained so that 
any new client connected can be updated with the LKG 
(Last Know Good) information [32]. 

An important functionality when talking about 
integration with IoT equipment implemented by the 
MQTT protocol is "Last Will and Testament (LWT)". 
LWT makes it possible to detect IoT customers that 
disconnects for technical reasons and running a decision-
making process at the level of broker MQTT equipment 
to handle the event [33]. Depending on the importance of 
the node within the organization, it can be from a simple 
logon or notification to the system administrator until the 
startup and reconnection processes of the node start. 

For security reasons and pragmatic reasons for lack of 
performance, energy consumption, and the lack of 
libraries able to support the connection of IoT systems to 
Redis in an optimal way, our proposal is to look at the 
organization's IOT devices as separate nodes that 
communicate through tails of messages distinct from 
other systems of the organization. This approach involves 
distributing IoT devices around relay nodes capable of 
connecting to message tails designed for IoT devices. Our 
documentation and experiments suggest that the MQTT 
system is an appropriate solution when it comes to embed 
equipment and systems to replace Red is in the Swarm 
architecture. At the same time, MQTT's QoS, LKG and 
LWT deployments add value and increase the 
trustworthiness of the messaging system between 
organizations' nodes. Moreover, there are JavaScript 
libraries capable of facilitating MQTT communication 
such as MQTT.js 

The MQTT.js provides a full-featured JavaScript 
library for the MQTT protocol. It is fully isomorphic, 
which means it can run in the browser and in Node.js 
starting with version 0.8 including development boards 
such as Intel Edison and Raspberry PIs. For example, it is 
bundled in the base image of Intel Edison [34]. It can 
support long running clients with weak connectivity. It 
has good on-disk storage for local offline messaging. 
Even if at the beginning it was under a "closed" license 
type now it is under MIT license type and available on 
GitHub [35]. 

 IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the possibilities of implementing 
IoT executable choreographies, the minimum adaptation 
level of the SwarmESB project and the benefits to the IoT 
environment and to IoT applications by using the 
swarms. Starting from the current state of the IoT 
environment, the capacity and performance of the 
equipment present on the market, the interest of 
organizations to communicate, the need to ensure a high 
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level of privacy and security,we have demonstrated that 
the SwarmESB project is able not only to provide current 
needs but also to provide an environment conducive to 
the development of innovative solutions using a 
minimum of resources. 

All the transition and preparation of the SwarmESB 
project for use in the IoT environment is supported by the 
development of numerous JavaScript interpreters 
specially designed for embedded equipment, by the many 
JavaScript libraries capable of facilitating communication 
in distributed environments and the use of wireless 
communication protocols and last but not least of 
technology used to develop the SwarmESB project. 

The IoT environment is not one of the main areas 
covered by classical ESB-like systems, but rather part of 
a niche at least from the perspective of this type of 
system. As any new niche to be covered requires changes 
and adaptation to use in the IOT environment of the 
SwarmESB system, it causes minor changes in 
architecture, namely replacing the Redis message system 
with a more environmentally-friendly one, namely 
MQTT. In other words, Redis's exchange with MQTT 
makes it possible to use the system in the IoT equipment 
environment and facilitates the implementation and 
running of executable choreographies with all the 
advantages of this in a "hostile" environment like Internet 
of Things. 

In the following papers we will present in more detail 
the results obtained and facilitated by SwarmESB in the 
environment of IoT equipment and systems. 
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